Journal of Telecommunications and Information Technology

Special Issue – a Proposal
The Journal of Telecommunications and Information Technologies invites all prospective Guest Editors to participate
in the process of preparing a Special Issue focusing on various current topics related to communications, networking
and information technology. Each Special Issue (SI) may serve as a platform promoting the exchange of knowledge
and experience among researchers and practitioners specializing in specific fields. The Guest Editors are responsible
for promoting the SI using their own advertising channels, and for ensuring a proper balance between research- and
application-oriented papers, as well as overview articles. They should also guarantee a proper geographical
distribution of the authors’ affiliation – an SI being a collection of papers originating from a single institution or country
cannot be accepted.
The Special Issue proposal shall now be subject to review. Once the idea has been approved, JTIT will publish, at its
website, a Call-for-Papers. All publications submitted will be subjected to a blind review process by the Guest Editors
(two or three reviews per paper in each review round). Having completed the review, the Guest Editors will suggest
whether to accept/reject the specific articles and will submit them to the JTIT Handling Editor for final decision.
______________________________
Please fill in all fields below:

Title of the Special Issue:

Scope of the Special Issue:
(please provide a short description of the scope of the publication, justifying why the specific area is of potential interest)

Topics covered in the Special Issue:
(please provide a bullet list of topics addressing the research issues the SI is concerned with)

Submission schedule:
(please provide a tentative schedule for the SI, the submission deadlines, notifications based on the first round of reviews, final
notifications based on the second round of decisions)

Guest Editors:
(please provide details of the Guest Editors; there should be one Leading Guest Editor and some supporting Guest Editors, they
should be neither from the same institution nor from the same country, unless well justified; for each Guest Editor provide the
following: name, surname, title, affiliation, email address, mailing address and titles of some papers related to the scope of the SI
that the Guest Editors are authors of)

Potential contributions:
(the Guest Editors should preferably provide a list of potential contributors)

Call for Papers
(based on the information provided above, please specify the prospective Call for Papers that may be published with the use of
electronic communication channels and that may be uploaded to the JTIT webpage)

